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The high-resolution spectrum of ZrCl has been investigated in emission in the region 3000–10 000 cm01 using a
Fourier transform spectrometer. The bands were excited in a microwave discharge through a flowing mixture of ZrCl4

and helium. New ZrCl bands observed in the interval 3600–4400 cm01 have been assigned to a new C 4D–X 4F electronic
transition. Four bands with R heads at 4305.7, 4208.0, 4064.7, and 3897.4 cm01 have been assigned as the 0–0 bands
of the 4D1/2– 4F3/2 , 4D3/2– 4F5/2 , 4D5/2– 4F7/2 , and 4D7/2– 4F9/2 subbands. A rotational analysis of the 0–0, 1–1, and 2–
2 vibrational bands of the four subbands has been obtained and molecular constants have been extracted. Although
there is no proof that the lower 4F state is the ground state of ZrCl, we have labeled this transition as C 4D–X 4F,
consistent with the corresponding near-infrared transition of TiCl (R. S. Ram and P. F. Bernath, J. Mol. Spectrosc., in
press) . q 1997 Academic Press

INTRODUCTION ultraviolet bands of ZrBr ( 4 ) and ZrI (5 ) , similar to the
Carroll and Daly systems of ZrCl ( 1 ) .

There are no theoretical calculations for any of theThe emission spectrum of ZrCl was initially observed
Zr-containing halides to assist in the assignment of theby Carroll and Daly (1 ) from the radiofrequency excita-
observed spectra. However, an ab initio calculation fortion of ZrCl4 vapor obtained by heating an anhydrous
TiF has recently been carried out by Harrison (6 ) andsample of ZrCl4 powder. Many complex bands were ob-
some work is in progress at the University of Utah (7 ) .served in the region 280–420 nm which were tentatively
The work of the Harrison group predicts a 4F ground stateclassified into three electronic transitions named as sys-
for TiF and also provides spectroscopic properties fortem A (280–290 nm) , system B (360–380 nm) , and
several low-lying electronic states ( 6 ) . Our recent obser-system C (400 –415 nm) . A tentative electronic assign-
vation of the G 4F–X 4F transition of TiF near 15 000ment of 4P– 4S0 was suggested for system C on the basis
cm01 (8 ) is consistent with a 4F ground state. Recentlyof a vibrational analysis, although no rotational analysis
we have also investigated the electronic spectra of TiClwas presented. The emission spectrum of ZrCl has also
in the region 3000–12 500 cm01 (9 ) and have found threebeen recently studied by Jordan et al. (2 ) , who excited
new electronic transitions which have been named C 4D–the molecule in a low-temperature corona-excited super-
X 4F, G 4F–X 4F, and G 4F–C 4D. We have based our let-sonic jet discharge. They classified the bands in the region
ter notation for the different electronic states of TiCl on400–415 nm into four groups of double-headed bands
the theoretical predictions for TiF (6 ) and the data avail-assigned as the 4P01 / 2 – 4S0 , 4P1 / 2 – 4S0 , 4P3 / 2 – 4S0 , and
able for the isovalent TiH (10–12 ) .4P5 /2 – 4S0 subbands of a Hund’s case (a ) 4P–Hund’s

In the present work we report on the results of a searchcase (b ) 4S0 transition. Again no rotational analysis of
the bands was provided to support their assignments. An- for the electronic transitions of ZrCl in the region 3000–
other transition of ZrCl has been observed in the near 10 000 cm01 . We have observed a 4D– 4F electronic tran-
infrared by Phillips et al. (3 ) , who reported a rotational sition of ZrCl in the region 3700–4400 cm01 which is
analysis of numerous bands and concluded that these analogous to the C 4D–X 4F transition of TiCl ( 9 ) . A
bands were probably due to a 2P– 2P transition (although rotational analysis of a number of vibrational bands of
2D– 2D and 2F– 2F assignments were not excluded) . A different subbands has been obtained and the spectro-
definite assignment of the ground electronic state of ZrCl scopic data for all four spin components of the X 4F and
is still lacking. Sivaji and Rao have found violet and near- C 4D states have been extracted. Several weaker bands

and some complex bands remain to be assigned. Although
we do not have any proof for our assignment of the lower1 Also: Department of Chemistry, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, On-

tario, Canada N2L 3G1. state as the ground state, we have decided to maintain
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OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS

The present spectrum contains a number of new ZrCl
bands in the region 3000–10 000 cm01 . Several of the new
bands observed in the interval 6000–10 000 cm01 belong to
the two subbands (2P1/2– 2P1/2 and 2P3/2– 2P3/2 ) previously
studied by Phillips et al. (3) . In the region 3000–4500 cm01 ,
however, there are four prominent groups of ÉDVÉ Å 1
bands with strong R heads at 4305.7, 4208.0, 4064.7, and
3897.4 cm01 which have been assigned as the 0–0 bands
of the 4D1/2– 4F3/2 , 4D3/2– 4F5/2 , 4D5/2– 4F7/2 , and 4D7/2–
4F9/2 subbands, respectively, of the C 4D–X 4F transition.FIG. 1. A compressed portion of the C 4D–X 4F transition of ZrCl with
This assignment is consistent with our recent work on thethe R heads marked for the 0–0 vibrational bands of each subband.
analogous transition of TiCl in the region 3100–3400 cm01 .
A portion of the compressed spectrum of the C 4D–X 4F
transition of ZrCl is presented in Fig. 1. Each of the 0–0

the C 4D–X 4F notation for this transition of ZrCl to be bands in Fig. 1 is followed to lower wavenumbers by the
consistent with the recent results on the isovalent TiCl 1–1, 2–2, and 3–3 bands with decreasing intensity. Off-
molecule. diagonal bands were not identified in our spectra because

of their very weak intensity; the vibrational intervals remain
to be determined.EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The rotational structure of each band consists of P , Q ,
and R branches. The Q branch is the strongest and the P

The ZrCl molecules were excited in an electrodeless mi- branch is stronger than the R branch, consistent with a DV
crowave discharge through a flowing mixture of 3 Torr of Å 01 transition. The lines of the 4D1/2– 4F3/2 subband are
He and a trace of ZrCl4 . The discharge tube was made of doubled by the presence of appreciable V-doubling in the
quartz and had an outer diameter of 12 mm. A small glass excited 4D1/2 state. The lines of the 4D3/2– 4F5/2 , 4D5/2–
bulb was attached to the discharge tube with a 1

2-in. Cajon 4F7/2 , and 4D7/2– 4F9/2 subbands, however, do not show any
Ultratorr fitting. A small quantity of solid ZrCl4 was placed V-doubling. Zr has five isotopes, 90Zr (51.5%), 91Z (11.2%),
in the bulb, which was constantly heated with a heat gun to 92Zr (17.2%), 94Zr (17.4%), and 96Zr (2.7%), but we have
maintain a blue-white discharge. The He gas flowed over the determined the molecular constants only for the most abun-
heated ZrCl4 sample and carried the vapor into the discharge dant 90Zr35Cl isotopomer. Some weak lines of the minor
region. The emission from the discharge tube passed directly isotopomer 90Zr37Cl have also been observed for the strong
through the 8-mm entrance aperture of the 1-m Fourier trans- bands but the data were not sufficient for an independent
form spectrometer of the National Solar Observatory at Kitt rotational analysis. A band with weak doubled R heads at
Peak. The spectra in the interval 1800–9000 cm01 were 4309.3 and 4309.6 cm01 was also found near the 0–0 band of
initially recorded in the first-order alias using liquid nitro- the 4D1/2– 4F3/2 subband, but it probably belongs to another
gen-cooled InSb detectors and Si filters. A total of 10 scans transition. Similarly, some rotational structure without any
were coadded in about 60 min of integration at a resolution prominent head has been observed on the high wavenumber
of 0.02 cm01 . The region 3000–5000 cm01 was also re-
corded in the third-order alias at a resolution of 0.01 cm01 .
We have used this spectrum in the analysis of the C 4D–
X 4F transition.

The spectral line positions were determined using a data
reduction program called PC-DECOMP developed by J.
Brault. The peak positions were determined by fitting a Voigt
lineshape function to each line. The spectra were calibrated
using the wavenumbers of the vibration–rotation lines of
the 1–0 band of HCl (13) which also appeared in emission
in the same spectrum. The molecular lines of ZrCl had a
typical width of 0.015 cm01 and appeared with a maximum
signal-to-noise ratio of 15:1 so that the best line positions FIG. 2. An expanded portion of the 0–0 band of the C 4D7/2–X 4F9/2

subband of ZrCl near the R head.are expected to be accurate to about {0.002 cm01 .
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TABLE 1
Observed Line Positions ( in cm01 ) for the C 4D–X 4F Transition of ZrCl

Note. O-C are observed minus calculated line positions in the units of 1003 cm01 and asterisks mark perturbed lines.
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TABLE 1—Continued
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TABLE 1—Continued
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TABLE 1—Continued
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TABLE 1—Continued
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TABLE 1—Continued
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TABLE 1—Continued
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TABLE 1—Continued
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TABLE 1—Continued
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side of the 0–0 band of the 4D3/2– 4F5/2 subband and these is lowest at about 5200 cm01 above the ground X 4F state.
lines also probably belong to another transition. The 4D3/2– Although the 2F–X 4F separation will be different for TiF
4F5/2 subband was difficult to assign because of a global and TiCl, the general pattern of energy levels should be
perturbation of the 4F5/2 spin component and the extra lines. similar. For ZrCl, the doublet–quartet separation may well
No extra heads have been observed in the regions of the change considerably and it is possible that a 2F or even a
4D5/2– 4F7/2 and 4D7/2– 4F9/2 subbands. The 0–0, 1–1, and 2D state could become the ground state. Further experimental
2–2 bands of all the subbands were rotationally analyzed. and theoretical work is necessary to confirm the ground state
A part of the structure of the 0–0 band of the 4D7/2– 4F9/2 assignment for ZrCl.
subband is presented in Fig. 2. Several perturbations have been observed in the spectrum

As is often the case, no transitions having DS x 0 were of the ZrCl C 4D–X 4F transition. The excited C 4D state is
observed and the spin–orbit intervals could not be deter- unperturbed. The ground X 4F3/2 spin component with £ Å
mined directly. The subbands of the different spin compo- 1 is affected by a local perturbation at about J9 Å 67.5 and
nents were fitted separately using a simple effective term the £ Å 0 level is affected by a global perturbation which
energy expression: shifts Beff to a higher value. The £ Å 0 and 1 vibrational

levels of the X 4F5/2 spin component are affected by strong
F
£
(J) Å T

£
/ B

£
J(J / 1) 0 D

£
[J(J / 1)]2

global perturbations. Local perturbations are also present in
the £ Å 1 vibrational level of the X 4F9/2 spin component at/ H

£
[J(J / 1)]3 / L

£
[J(J / 1)]4 [1]

J 9 Å 52.5 and probably in the £ Å 2 vibrational level at J 9
{ 1/2[p

£
(J / 1/2) / pD£

(J / 1/2)3] . Å 66.5. Clearly there are one or more low-lying electronic
states which interact with the X 4F3/2 , X 4F5/2 , and X 4F9/2

The rotational lines were weighted according to resolu- spin components.
tion, extent of blending, and the effect of perturbations. Per- In the absence of D£ x 0 bands, only limited vibrational
turbed lines were not included in the fit and the badly data could be extracted from the present analysis. As seen
blended lines were heavily deweighted. Occasionally higher- in Table 2, the excited 4D1/2 spin component has large V-
order effective rotational constants H

£
and L

£
are required in doubling, presumably because of interaction with another

some spin components to obtain a satisfactory fit. The state such as a 2P state. This observation is in contrast to
higher-order rotational constants clearly have no mechanical the results for TiCl where no V-doubling was observed in
meaning but they reflect interactions with the other spin the C 4D state. The observation in ZrCl of the transition
components and other electronic states. The observed line analogous to the G 4F–X 4F transition of TiF (8) and TiCl
positions for the different subbands are provided in Table 1 (9) will provide more information about the electronic struc-
and the molecular constants for the different bands are pro- ture. So far this transition has not been detected.
vided in Table 2. The e / f parity assignment in the 4D1/2–

The Hund’s case (a) equilibrium constants were derived4F3/2 subband was made arbitrarily to provide a negative
by averaging the effective rotational constants of each spin

V-doubling constant p
£

in the 4D1/2 state. The higher-order
component. The relationship between the effective constants

V-doubling constant pD£
was also determined for the £ Å 0

and Hund’s case (a) constants for 4D states (14) and 4Fand 1 vibrational levels of this state.
states (8) is well known. For the C 4D state the Beff values
for each vibrational level were averaged and then B*e ÅDISCUSSION
0.11769 cm01 and a *e Å 0.00054 cm01 were determined. An
estimate for the spin–orbit constant A*0 Å 62 cm01 was madeAlthough the bands of ZrCl in the visible and near-ultravi-
from the different Beff values. The X 4F state shows the ef-olet regions have been known for decades, the identity of
fects of both global and local perturbations so the procedurethe ground state is still an open question. The previously
described above was used only for the relatively unaffectedsuggested 4S0 ground state is not consistent with the recently
X 4F9/2 and X 4F7/2 spin components. The values of B9e Åobserved X 4F ground state of TiF (8) and TiCl (9) . We
0.1196 cm01 , a 9e Å 0.0004 cm01 , and A90 Å 69 cm01 weresuspect that Jordan et al. (2) have, in fact, measured a 4D–
obtained for the X 4F state. The B*e and B9e values provideX 4F or a 4G–X 4F transition in the region 400–415 nm.
r *e Å 2.3852 Å and r 9e Å 2.3661 Å for the excited and groundThe present 4D– 4F transition of ZrCl is analogous to the
states, respectively.C 4D–X 4F transition of TiCl (9) . Since no theoretical calcu-

The electron configurations of the observed states are ex-lations are available for ZrCl, we have used the recent calcu-
pected to be the same as those for the isovalent TiCl mole-lations for the isovalent TiF (6) molecule as a guide. As
cule. Following the simple ionic bonding model, the C 4Dpredicted by Harrison for TiF (6) , there are quartet and
and X 4F states of ZrCl arise from p 2d 1 and s 1p 1d 1 configu-doublet manifolds of electronic states, of which a 4F state

is the lowest in energy. Among the doublet states, a 2F state rations on the metal atom, respectively.
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tory astrophysics program. Some support was also provided by the Petro-CONCLUSIONS
leum Research Fund administered by the American Chemical Society and
the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada.We have recorded the emission spectrum of ZrCl in the
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